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Using the asymptotic transfer-matrix method, we investigate the resonant tunneling of holes in
double-barrier semiconductor structures in the presence of an in-plane magnetic field. The
transmission coefficients including ll~light to light hole!, hl ~light to heavy hole!, hh ~heavy to
heavy hole!, and lh~heavy to light hole! are calculated as a function of energy. As in the case of
nonzero parallel wave vectors, the mixing of hole tunneling can also occur due to the in-plane
magnetic field. Moreover, as has been observed by resonant magnetotunneling spectroscopy, we
also find that the different resonances have quite different magnetic-field dependences. ©1996
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~96!05316-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the publication of the pioneering work by Tsu a
Esaki,1 much interest2–5 has been devoted to the study
resonant tunneling in semiconductor heterostructures, w
is motivated by both device application and basic quan
mechanical aspects. However, to the best of our knowle
extensive efforts have only been focused on the reso
tunneling of electrons, considerably less known is the re
nant tunneling of holes. Hole tunneling in heterostructure
also of interest because of the degeneracy at the top o
valence band, which may admit the mixing and tunnel
through the structure via different light-hole and heavy-h
channels. Mendezet al.6 observed resonant tunneling
holes through GaAs-AlAs heterostructures. Theoretically
method for studying hole resonant tunneling was propo
by Xia in Ref. 7, where the author integrates numericall
set of differential equations followed by application of t
Adams predictor once and corrector twice method to ob
transfer matrices. The mixing effect of heavy and light ho
in the process of tunneling at nonzero in-plane wave ve
is shown, which does not exist in the electronic reson
tunneling. Using a transfer matrix method, Wessel a
Altarelli8 also found that for the nonvanishing in-plane wa
vector, mixing of light hole and heavy hole states occu
They further noted that interesting structure in the line sh
occurs because of interference of different channels.
cently, Haydenet al.9 and Eaveset al.10 described a nove
magnetotunneling spectroscopy technique. The resu
shift in the voltage positions of the resonant in curre
voltage (I -V) curves reveals strong mixing between ligh
and heavy-hole states in the presence of an in-plane mag

a!To whom all correspondences should be addressed; Electronic
zwang@hkucc.hku.hk
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field. In this paper, based on a four-band description of h
subbands, we establish a 434 transfer matrix and generaliz
the asymptotic transfer-matrix method11 to study the reso-
nant tunneling of holes in semiconductor double-barr
structures in the presence of an in-plane magnetic field. D
to the magnetic field, tunneling holes can acquire an eff
tive parallel wave vector. Therefore, even when the para
canonical momentum is zero, heavy and light holes can
mixed by the magnetic field in the process of tunneling.
addition, for our typical structure, in which one quasibou
light-hole and two heavy-hole quasibound states exist,
find that the resonance position associated with the light-h
quasibound state almost does not shift with the increas
magnetic field, the resonance position associated with
first low-lying heavy-hole quasibound state shifts little wh
that associated with the second low-lying quasibound s
shifts appreciably, which is in reasonable agreement with
experimental observation.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we give t
wave functions in the bulk material and the boundary con
tions at each potential step, and generalize the asymp
transfer-matrix method to compute the transmission coe
cient. In Sec. III we discuss the transmission coefficients a
function of energy for a typical double-barrier structure a
at a variety of situations; a brief summary is given in Se
IV.

II. THEORETICAL METHOD

The holes in semiconductor heterostructures such
GaAs and Ge can be described by the four-band Luttin
effective-mass Hamiltonian12

mail:
2291291/5/$10.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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2!

22g3~$k̂xk̂y%$ĴxĴy%1$k̂yk̂z%$ĴyĴz%1$k̂zk̂x%$ĴzĴx%!

1
eq

\c
~ Ĵx

3Bx1 Ĵy
3By1 Ĵz

3Bz!1
ek

\c
Ĵ•B, ~1!

wherem0 is the mass of a free electron,g1 , g2 , g3 , k, and
q are Luttinger parameters,J is the orbital angular momen-
tum of 3

2, k̂a5( p̂a1eAa /c)/\,(a5x,y,z), with p̂a the ca-
nonical momentum, and$•••% abbreviates the relation be
tween two operators, e.g.,Ô1 andÔ2 ,

$Ô1Ô2%5~Ô1Ô21Ô2Ô1!/2. ~2!

The vector potentialA gives the magnetic field by
B5¹3A. Here the hole energy is counted as positive.

As shown in Fig. 1, we choose thex-axis perpendicular
to the interfaces of the double-barrier structure. The ma
netic fieldB5Bẑ is applied parallel to thez-axis, and the
vector potential is then of the formA5(0,Bx,0) in the
Landau gauge. As usual, we assume thatkz50, q50, and
the system Hamiltonian in the matrix form can be disco
nected into two 232 submatrices

H15FP113k\vc/2 Q

Q* P22k\vc/2
G1Vp~x!, ~3a!

H25FP21k\vc/2 Q

Q* P123k\vc/2
G1Vp~x!, ~3b!

wherevc5eB/m0c is the cyclotron frequency,Vp(x) is the
potential function describing the variation of valence ba
edge along thex-axis, and

P65
\2

2m0
~g16g2!~ k̂x

21 k̂y
2!, ~4a!

Q52
A3\2

2m0
@g2~ k̂x

22 k̂y
2!22ig3$k̂xk̂y%#. ~4b!

Notice that the two components of the wave vector,k̂x
and k̂y do not commute with each other in the presence o
magnetic field. However, if we divide the system into a larg
number of sublayers, the vector potential and band edge
tential inside each sublayer can be regarded as constants.
wave vector operatorsk̂x and k̂y inside each sublayer will

FIG. 1. Potential barrier region for hole tunneling.
2292 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 4, 15 August 1996
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commute with each other, and then$k̂xk̂y%5 k̂xk̂y5 k̂yk̂x .
This treatment is somewhat similar to the path integr
method in quantum mechanics.

In the following we are concerned with the subspac
corresponding to Eq.~3a!; Eq. ~3b! can be treated similarly.13

Inside the l th sublayer, the equation for eigenenergies
written as

FE2Vp
l 2P123k\vc/2 2Q

2Q* E2Vp
l 2P21k\vc/2

GFF1
l

F2
l G50,

~5!

whereF1
l andF2

l are the envelope functions in the sublaye
Here we have omitted the superscriptl on P6 andQ.

In view of the translational invariance of the system
along they-axis andky is a good quantum number in each
sublayer, we find the general solution to Eq.~5! to be

F1
l 5(

j51

4

Aj
l exp@ i t j

l ~x2xl !1 ikyy#, ~6a!

F2
l 5(

j51

4

b j
l Aj

l exp@ i t j
l ~x2xl !1 ikyy#, ~6b!

where

t1
l 52 i Fb1~b224av !1/2

2a G1/2, ~7a!

t2
l 52t1

l , ~7b!

t3
l 52 i Fb2~b224av !1/2

2a G1/2, ~7c!

t4
l 52t3

l . ~7d!

The parameters involved in Eqs.~6! and ~7! are given as

a5g1
2/42g2

2 , ~8a!

b5@2a23~g3
22g2

2!#ky
22Sm0

\2 D @g1~E2Vp
l !

1~g1/22g2!k\vc#, ~8b!

v5aky
41Sm0

\2 D @~g1/22g2!k\vc2g1~E2Vp
l !#ky

2

1Sm0

\2 D 2@~E2Vp
l !22~E2Vp

l !k\vc

23~k\vc!
2/4#, ~8c!

and

b j
l5

2
~2m0 /\

2!~E2Vp
l 23k\vc/2!2~g11g2!@~t j

l !21ky
2#

A3$g2@~t j
l !22ky

2#22ig3t j
l ky%

,

~ j51,2,3,4!. ~9!
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Now the parallel wave vector could be written
ky5ky01eBxl /\c with xl the position of thel th sublayer.

It was argued by Altarelli14 that if the Hamiltonian of a
system, composed of two kinds of materials, is of the for

Hj j 85 (
a,b5x,y

D j j 8
a,bkakb1 (

a5x,y
P j j 8

a ka

1Ejd j j 8 , ~ j , j 851,2, . . . ,J!, ~10!

the general boundary conditions at the interface of two c
secutive sublayers are then as follows

F j , continuous~ j51,2, . . .,J!, ~11a!

(
j 851

J F ~Dj j 8
xy

1Dj j 8
yx

!ky22iD j j 8
xx ]

]xGF j 8 ,

continuous~ j51,2, . . . ,J!. ~11b!

For the system considered here, the counterparts of
~11! at the interface between two consecutive sublayers r

F1
l ~xl11201!5F1

l11~xl11101!, ~12a!

F2
l ~xl11201!5F2

l11~xl11101!, ~12b!

F ~g11g2!
]

]x
F1
l 2A3S g3ky1g2

]

]xDF2
l G

x5xl11201

5F ~g11g2!
]

]x
F1
l11

2A3S g3ky1g2

]

]xDF2
l11G

x5xl11101

, ~12c!

F ~g12g2!
]

]x
F2
l 1A3S g3ky2g2

]

]xDF1
l G

x5xl11201

5F ~g12g2!
]

]x
F2
l11

1A3S g3ky2g2

]

]xDF1
l11G

x5xl11101

. ~12d!

Matching the wavefunction Eq.~6! and its slope accord
ing to Eq.~12!, we can obtain the transfer matrixt l , which
connects the amplitudes of the wavefunction of thel th sub-
layer to those of the (l11)th sublayer, and the system tran
fer matrixM5) l51

N t l , which connects the amplitudes of th
wavefunction at the left-hand side~LHS! of the system to
those at the right-hand side~RHS!.

In the spherical approximationg35g2 , one yields the
x-component of the wave vector on the both emitter a
collector of the system, where the magnetic filed is abse

t1
L~R!5t l

L~R!5F2ml

\2 ~E2Vp
L~R!!2ky

2G1/2, ~13a!

t2
L~R!52t l

L~R! , ~13b!

t3
L~R!5th

L~R!5F2mh

\2 ~E2Vp
L~R!!2ky

2G1/2, ~13c!
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L~R!52th

L~R! , ~13d!

whereml5m0 /(g112g2), andmh5m0 /(g122g2). Equa-
tion ~13! shows clearly that there are generally four indepen
dent hole states: light hole states with logitudinal wave ve
tors t l , 2t l , and heavy hole states with logitudinal wave
vectorsth , 2th .

Once given the transfer matrixM , the transmission am-
plitudesT and reflection amplitudesR can be calculated as

Tll5
M33

M11M332M13M31
, Thl52

M31

M11M332M13M31
,

Thh5
M11

M11M332M13M31
, Tlh52

M13

M11M332M13M31
,

~14!

Rll5
M21M332M23M31

M11M332M13M31
, Rhl5

M41M332M43M31

M11M332M13M31
,

Rhh5
M11M432M13M41

M11M332M13M31
, Rlh5

M11M232M13M21

M11M332M13M31
,

~15!

whereTll represents the transmission amplitude from ligh
hole to light hole,Thl the amplitude of heavy hole outgoing
on the collector from an incident light hole at the emitter
and so forth.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In the following, we would like to calculate the transi-
mission probability of holes through GaAs/Ga12dAl dAs
double-barrier structures in the presence or absence of
in-plane magnetic field. According to the formula given in
Ref. 15

«g51519.211247d ~meV!, ~16!

whered is the concentration of Al in Ga12dAl dAs. The band
offset used is the empirical ‘‘60% rule’’ for the band gap
discontinuity between the conduction and valence bands.
we taked50.2, the conduction- and valence- band discont
nuity are

Vs5249.4360%5149.64~meV!,

and

Vp5249.4340%599.76~meV!,

respectively. In the spherical approximation, which neglec
the warping of the bulk valence bands altogether, th
effective-mass parametersg2 andg3 are replaced by a suit-
able averageḡ5(3g212g2)/5.

16 We thus haveg156.85,
ḡ 52.58 for GaAs andg1856.17, g285g385ḡ852.27 for Ga

0.8Al0.2As.
17 In addition, the structure parameters

b15b25W540 Å and the Luttinger parameterk51.2 are
taken in our calculation.

Figure 2 shows the transmission coefficients of the ligh
and heavy holes (T*T) ll , (T*T)hh as a function of energy
E in the absence of electromagnetic field,E5B50, and at
zero parallel component of the canonical momentumpy50.
The resonant peaks corresponding to the light and hea
holes are seen clearly, and there is no mixing effect betwe
2293Zhu, Wang, and Gong
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light and heavy holes in the process of tunneling. Since
light and heavy holes have different effective mass, there
different number of quasi-bound states for them. At t
structure parameters were taken, one light-hole and
heavy-hole quasibound states exist within the range of b
rier energy. Figures 3~a! and 3~b! show, respectively, the
transmission coefficients versus the energy, (T*T) ll ,
(T*T)hl , and (T*T)hh, (T*T) lh , at E50, py50 butB52
T. All three peaks appear in each curve. Evidently, the m
ing of light- and heavy-hole states occur due to the la
magnetic field. Moreover, the influence of the quasibou
state associated with light holes on the heavy-heavy
heavy-light hole tunneling is weaker that that of the qua

FIG. 2. Transmission coefficients (T*T) ll and (T*T)hh as a function of
incident energyE, calculated with the parameters given in the context a
E50, B50, andpy50.

FIG. 3. Transmission coefficients:~a! (T*T) ll and (T*T)hl ; and ~b!
(T*T)hh and (T*T) lh , as a function of incident energyE, calculated with
the parameters given in the context and atE50, py50 butB52 T.
2294 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 4, 15 August 1996
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bound states associated with heavy holes on the light-lig
and light-heavy hole tunneling. In addition, we also calculat
the transmission versus the energy at a higher magnetic fie
B510 T (E50 andpy50). The resonance line shapes are
almost the same as those shown in Fig. 3 and we thus do n
intend to plot these transmission coefficient curves. How
ever, we find that the different resonances have quite diffe
ent magnetic-field dependences. The resonance position
sociated with the low-lying light-hole quasibound state
almost does not shift with the increase of magnetic field, th
resonance position associated with the first low-lying heavy
hole quasibound state shifts little while that associated wit
the second low-lying quasibound state shifts appreciably. F
the double barrier structure studied by Haydenet al.9 and
Eaveset al.,10 two light-hole and three heavy-hole quasi-
bound states exist. They found that the first low-lying light-
hole and heavy-hole resonances shift very little, whereas th
second low-lying heavy-hole resoanances shift appreciab
in opposite sense. Therefore, our results are in reasonab
agreement with the experimental observation for the low
lying quaisbound states. In Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, the transmis-
sion characteristics are plotted atE50 and B50 but
py /\50.01 Å21. In this case of nonzeropy , the energyE
must be greater thanEth15py

2/2mh50.65 meV for heavy-
hole propagating channel to be opened and it must be grea
thanEth25py

2/2ml54.62 meV for the light-hole propagating
channel to be opened. Thus the dips atE50.65 meV in all of
the transmission coefficient curves and those atE54.62
meV in ll and hl curves are meaningless, and the transmi
sion probabilityTlh*Tlh from heavy-hole channel to ligh-hole
channel within the energy rangeEth1,E,Eth2 should be
interpreted as the strength of the evanescent light-hole cha
nel. This phenomenon is quite similar to the electron trans
port through a quasi-one-dimensional multichannel quan
tumn wire, where a dip appears whenever the Fermi energ
approaches the bottom of a transverse subband.18

nd
FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but atB50 andpy /\50.01 Å21.
Zhu, Wang, and Gong
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IV. SUMMARY

By means of the asymptotic transfer method, we h
calculated the transmission coefficients of the hole reso
tunneling as a function of energy in the presence of an
plane magnetic field. The results show that the mixing
hole tunneling can also occur due to the large magnetic fi
which plays the role of an effective parallel wave vect
Moreover, as has been observed by resonant magnetotu
ing spectroscopy, we also find that the different resona
have quite different magnetic-field dependences. It is n
worthy to point out that the resonant tunneling of holes
such more complex situations as in the presence of the
age bias can also be studied by the asymptotic tran
method.
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